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Seismicity may be considered as a sequence of earthquake nucleation events controlled by regional loading
history. On the basis of this concept, Dieterich (1994) modeled aftershock seismicity following an imposed
stress step, by using a laboratory-derived rate- and state-dependent friction law (RSF). Although this
model predicts the canonical 1/t decay of aftershock rate, two huge gaps from observations are known; the
model, with frictional parameters assumed to be laboratory-observed values, predicts too low aftershock
productivity and also too long a delay before the decay onset. These gaps are by orders of magnitude. We
suspected that the problem might be the incorrectness of traditional RSFs, none of which was free from con-
tradictions with laboratory data. Hence we modeled aftershock triggering with a revised RSF (Nagata et al.,
2012), which seems to have resolved the previously known flaws in reproducing laboratory data. The original
analytic approach of Dieterich (1994) was found invalid for the revised RSF, so we did an equivalent analysis
by numerically tracking individual nucleation sources. The revised RSF produced generally similar aftershock
seismicity, with the gaps mentioned above narrowed by a factor, though these are far too small improve-
ments of the huge gaps, that is, the revised RSF did not fully resolve the problem. On the other hand, our sim-
ulations found a counterintuitive response of a fault obeying the revised RSF; if imposed during a certain
stage in the seismic cycle, a positive stress step can cause oscillatory slow slip events before eventual seismic
instability, instead of a usual response of further monotonic acceleration to seismic instability. This delays the
timing of the next earthquake. Due to this behavior, the exponent of the aftershock decay can be greater than
unity. Also, the decay can once overshoot below the background seismicity before eventually returning to the
background level.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Rate- and state-dependent friction law (RSF), introduced by
Dieterich (1979) on the basis of laboratory friction experiments, has
been used to model a wide spectrum of earthquake behaviors,
successfully explaining the mechanics of seismic cycles (e.g., Tse
and Rice, 1986), episodic aseismic slips (e.g., Yoshida and Kato,
2003), triggered seismicity (e.g., Dieterich, 1994) and many others.
In the present paper, we turn our attention to the modeling of after-
shock seismicity, the major part of earthquake clustering, focusing
on the effects of frictional properties.

Dieterich (1994) modeled seismicity as a sequence of earthquake
nucleation events, where the timing of each earthquake was
controlled by the stressing history and the distribution of initial
conditions over the population of nucleation sources, the concept
we follow in this paper. To implement this concept, a specific model
of the earthquake nucleation process is necessary and “time to insta-
bility analysis” obeying RSF (Dieterich, 1992) was chosen for this

purpose. The analysis gives the time to instability ti of each receiver
fault as a function of the imposed stress step loading Δτ and the initial
condition of the fault that can be specified with the slip velocity V0

just before the step loading. This analysis is then applied to a popula-
tion of receiver faults with a distribution of initial conditions calibrat-
ed so that a reference seismicity rate r is realized under a constant
stressing rate _τ r . This then allows theoretical prediction of seismicity
for a given history of the regional stress field, and the seismicity fol-
lowing a stress step caused by a mainshock can be specifically
regarded as an aftershock sequence.

The predicted aftershock rate R(t) following a stress step Δτ at t=
0 has the form of Omori–Utsu law R=R0(1+ t/te)−p (Omori, 1894;
Utsu, 1961) for t/tab1 with the exponent p=1, but it merges to the
background rate r for t/ta>1. Here R0(=R(0)) is the initial aftershock
rate, te is the onset of time decay and ta is the aftershock duration
(Fig. 1). According to the model, these three observable quantities
strongly depend on the product of the effective normal stress σe(=
σ−P, σ=fault normal stress, P=pore pressure) and a (a
nondimensional positive RSF parameter called direct effect coeffi-
cient). Specifically, R0=rexp(Δτ/(aσe)), te= taexp(−Δτ/(aσe)) and
ta ¼ aσe= _τ r.
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The Dieterich (1994) model is based only on very general assump-
tions, so comparison with observation has been made for various af-
tershock cases (e.g., Dieterich, 1994; Gross and Kisslinger, 1994;
Toda et al., 1998) as well as for cases involving other trigger forces
including seismic wave (Gomberg et al., 1998), postseismic slip or
transient deformation related with intrusions or eruptions
(Dieterich et al., 2000), slow earthquakes (Lohman and McGuire,
2007; Segall et al., 2006) or tides (Cochran et al., 2004). The
Dieterich (1994) model shows two major quantitative gaps from
most aftershock sequences. One is too low aftershock productivity
and the other is too long a delay te before the decay onset (Fig. 1).
When interpreting an aftershock sequence, _τ r, r, and Δτ are directly
constrained by observations, and the only adjustable model parame-
ter is aσe of receiver faults (e.g., Toda et al., 1998). With a consensual
value of a=0.01 from laboratory (Marone, 1995) and a representa-
tive value of σe=100 MPa at a seismogenic depth of 10 km (which
corresponds to P in the midway between hydrostatic and lithostatic
values), aσe is approximately 1 MPa. For a reasonable range of stress
step from Δτ=0.01 to 1 MPa, this characteristic stress of aσe=
1 MPa predicts too small R0 and too large te, differing from most ob-
servations by many orders of magnitude (Fig. 1). Much smaller aσe

is usually required to match the observed aftershock seismicity. For
example, Toda et al. (2005) had to adopt aσe=0.05 MPa to fit the ob-
served seismicity in the eastern California. This problem is noticed in
virtually every study that has attempted to match aftershocks with
the Dieterich model (Dieterich, 1994; Toda et al., 1998).

A commonly proposed resolution is to assume a nearly zero σe,
that is, a nearly lithostatic pore pressure. Considering that high R0
and short te are observed for most aftershock sequences across differ-
ent tectonic settings (e.g., Dieterich, 1994), this resolution implies
that a nearly lithostatic pore pressure is a norm across various
seismogenic environments, whereas the earth's permeable crust
does not readily allow such a high pore pressure (Scholz, 2002). So,
we wish to find other resolutions.

We suspect that the problem may be the RSF itself. The use of RSF
for fault mechanics modeling is justified because it is based on labora-
tory rock friction experiments. However, it has been long recognized
that RSF has clear shortcomings in reproducing laboratory results
(e.g., Kato and Tullis, 2001; Marone, 1995). Several different formulae
have been proposed to overcome the problem, but none of themwere
free from some drawbacks that contradict laboratory data in some as-
pects (e.g., Nakatani, 2001) until Nagata et al. (2012) came up with a
fairly drastic revision. The present paper looks for implications of this
revised RSF (called the Nagata RSF hereafter) on Dieterich's (1994)
aftershock triggering model.

Subtle differences in RSF formulae sometimes lead to important
consequences in modeled fault behaviors. For example, simulations
of earthquake nucleation in an elastic continuum show that different
evolution laws may lead to qualitatively different nucleation patterns
(Ampuero and Rubin, 2008). In the present paper, we model the af-
tershock triggering using the Nagata RSF that seems to have resolved
the previously known flaws in reproducing laboratory data. Differ-
ences made by Nagata RSF will be elucidated by comparison with
the results based on the “slowness” version of traditional RSF, which
is the direct predecessor of the Nagata RSF.

2. Background: The revised RSF

Webriefly summarize the revised RSF,which has been recently tried
in simulations of earthquake cycle (Kame et al., 2013) and earthquake
nucleation in elastic continuum (Kame et al., in preparation). Nagata
et al. (2012) obtained the revised RSF by constraining constitutive law
and evolution law separately with laboratory data. The constitutive
law describes the relationship between applied shear stress and slip
velocity as

V ¼ V�exp
τ−Φ
aσe

� �
; or τ ¼ Φþ aσeln

V
V�

� �
; ð1Þ

where τ is the shear stress, V is the slip velocity, V∗ is an arbitrarily cho-
sen reference velocity, andΦ is the state variable specifying the internal
physical state of the interface, which, inmany cases, may correspond to
the real contact area (e.g., Dieterich and Kilgore, 1996). In the revised
RSF, the direct effect coefficient a was constrained to be as large as
0.05, about five times larger than traditionally believed. The difference
came from that they could constrain the direct effect without using
any evolution laws, contrasting to earlier studies where imperfection
of real-world “step” tests was corrected for by use of some presumed
evolution law. The large a immediately leads to a five times larger
b∼0.05 as well because (b−a)∼0 is directly constrained from the
experiments without ambiguity.

The other half of RSF is the evolution law describing the variations
of the state Φ for various reasons. One popular version of the evolu-
tion law, called the slowness law or the Dieterich law (e.g., Beeler et
al., 1994) is written as

dΦ
dt

¼ bσe

L
V�exp −Φ−Φ�

bσe

� �
− bσe

L
V ; ð2Þ

where L is a characteristic length dimension and Φ∗ is a reference
state. The first term of Eq. (2) represents logarithmic time-
dependent healing, while the second term represents linear slip
weakening at a constant rate b/L per unit slip independent of the
state (Nakatani, 2001). The Dieterich law explains time-healing data
very well but has trouble in reproducing the change of friction over
a fixed characteristic slip distance as observed (Kato and Tullis,
2001; Nakatani, 2001; Ruina, 1983; Weeks, 1993). Following the revi-
sion of the constitutive law, Nagata et al. (2012) analyzed the differ-
ence between Φ=τ−aσeln(V/V∗) calculated from the measured
(V,τ,σe) with the correct a-value and the predictedΦ by the slowness

0R /r

e
obst

talab
too low aftershock productivity

too long a delay

R
/r

t/ta

telab

Observation

Theory with laboratory-
derived parameter values

Fig. 1. Comparison of normalized aftershock seismicity R/r between theory (solid line)
and typical observation (dashed line). For a given stress step Δτ=0.5 MPa, the theory
with laboratory-derived parameters aσe=1.0 MPa (solid line) predicts too low
aftershock productivity and too long a delay of the onset of time decay, compared to
observation (dashed line). Typical observation requires much smaller aσe values to
be fitted with the theory (the dashed line shown here corresponds to aσe=
0.05 MPa). Theoretical predictions are as follows: the initial rate R0=rexp(Δτ/(aσe)),
onset of time decay te=taexp(−Δτ/(aσe)), aftershock duration ta=aσe/τr˙ and 1/t
time decay between teb tb ta.
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version of evolution law (Eq. 2) with the measured slip history
substituted to it. The revealed misprediction in _Φ was a function of
_τ with a strong linear negative dependence. The revised evolution
law was accordingly proposed as

dΦ
dt

¼ bσe

L
V�exp −Φ−Φ�

bσe

� �
− bσe

L
V−c

dτ
dt

; ð3Þ

where c is a positive coefficient of the stress-weakening effect and
was determined to be about 2.0 from the above misprediction analy-
sis. They speculated that the stress-weakening effect involved elastic
tilting of the asperities that would tear some junction bonds.

Nagata et al. (2012) derived significantly different frictional pa-
rameter sets in fitting their velocity-step data (called data N hereaf-
ter) with the original (Dieterich) RSF and with the revised (Nagata)
RSF. Here the Dieterich RSF means Eq. (1) with the traditional
a-value and Eq. (2), while the Nagata RSF means Eq. (1) with the re-
vised a-value and Eq. (3). The parameter sets are N-0: (a, b, c, L)=
(0.017, 0.0225, 0.0, 0.62 μm) for the Dieterich RSF and N-2: (a, b, c,
L)=(0.051, 0.0565, 2.0, 0.33 μm) for the Nagata RSF, where N stands
for “data N” and -“0” or “-2” refers to the c-value. Note that setting
c=0 in Eq. (3) leads to Eq. (2). Quantities are denoted with super-
script “D” for N-0 and “N” for N-2 in the below. It is worth noticing
that values of aD and aN/(c+1) are similar when they are obtained
by the fitting of the same velocity-step data.

Reproduction of shear stress was fine with either RSF because pa-
rameters were adjusted to fit the shear stress data. However, note
that the Nagata RSF could reproduce both τ and V well whereas the
original RSF mispredicted V (Kame et al., 2013). This suggests that
the specific nucleation process obeying the original RSF might have
been wrongly inferred. This is onemotivation to reconstruct the after-
shock model of Dieterich (1994) with the Nagata RSF. In addition, we
note that the gaps from the observation mentioned earlier are in the
sense that the theoretical prediction is “less brittle (too much interval
between the main shock and the triggered events)” than the observed
aftershock sequences. The Nagata RSF seems to have an edge with its
brittle features such as “stress weakening” and “high rate of slip
weakening bN/LN,” though “large aN” may rather represent ductility.
In the following, we construct an aftershock triggering model consid-
ering faults obeying the Nagata RSF.

3. Aftershock model with RSF

We first summarize the original analytic approach of Dieterich
(1994) in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we show that his elegant ap-
proach can not be directly applied to the case with the revised RSF
where the time-healing term is not safely omitted. We hence employ
an equivalent numerical approach (Section 3.3) where each nucle-
ation source is tracked by solving full RSF equations. In reviewing
the results from our numeric approach, we noticed that another
fundamental approximation made in Dieterich's (1994) analytic ap-
proach is severely violated for the Nagata RSF. This will be discussed
in Section 4 when we show our model results.

3.1. Original analytic approach

Dieterich (1994) derived aftershock rate R(t) following a stress
step Δτ in an analytic closed form. It is based on a specific simplified
nucleation model derived by “time to instability” analysis (Dieterich,
1992) as reviewed below. The nucleation model considers a fault
patch of a fixed dimension embedded in an elastic body. The condi-
tions along the fault are represented by the center-point values and
the patch has an effective stiffness k. Equating the constitutive law
Eq. (1) with the fault stress gives

τr tð Þ−kδ ¼ Φþ aσeln V=V�ð Þ; ð4Þ

where τr(t) is the remotely applied stress acting on the fault in the ab-
sence of slip δ, and −kδ is the decrease in stress due to fault slip.
Eq. (4), coupled with the evolution law Eq. (2), can be solved numer-
ically. However, in the nucleation stage where the slip velocity is
much greater than the steady-state velocity, the first time-healing
term in Eq. (2) may be negligible. If the remote loading is at a con-
stant rate asτr tð Þ ¼ τ0 þ _τ rt, the simplified equation has the following
analytic solution,

V tð Þ ¼ 1
V0

þ Hσe
_τ r

� �
exp

− _τ rt
aσe

� �� �
−Hσe

_τ r

� �−1
_τ r≠0ð Þ; ð5Þ

where V0 is the initial slip velocity and H=b/L−k/σe consists of
model constants. The time to instability, ti, is obtained by substituting
a critical slip velocity Vi defining the start of instability into Eq. (5) as

ti V0ð Þ ¼ aσe
_τ r

ln
1
V0

þ Hσe
_τ r

� �
−ln

1
V i

þ Hσe
_τ r

� �� �
∼ aσe

_τ r
ln

_τ r

HσeV0
þ 1

� �
:

ð6Þ

By taking sufficiently large Vi, 1/Vi is negligible in Eq. (6). Time to
instability is then calculated for each nucleation source as a function
of its V0. When a constant background seismicity r=dn/dt (events/
unit time) is chosen as the reference, corresponding distribution of
initial slip velocities over the population of patches is obtained by
equating Eq. (6) with the time of the n-th earthquake t=n/r and by
rearranging it for initial slip velocity of each patch as

V nð Þ ¼ Hσe
_τ r

� �
exp

_τ rn
aσer

� �
−1

� �� �−1
_τ r≠0ð Þ: ð7Þ

This distribution gives an even interval _τ r= aσerð Þ in log-velocity
for each neighboring patches except for the patches (with small n)
that have already come close to failure. This can be translated into
the distribution of strength excess Φ(n)−τ(n) with an essentially
even interval of _τ r=r, an intuitively understandable feature of the dis-
tribution. Because slip velocity increases as the nucleation process
proceeds, the distribution of slip velocities on patches evolves with
time. However, it has turned out that the distribution of Eq. (7)
remains stationary under constant-rate stressing.

When a stress step Δτ is additionally considered, the slip velocity
of each patch is instantaneously increased by

ΔV ¼ Δτ ⋅ V= aσeð Þð Þ; ð8Þ

(from Eq. (1) with ΔΦ=0 because of no slip weakening) and the sub-
sequent acceleration process follows the time to instability obtained
by substituting V0=V+ΔV to Eq. (6). Since Eq. (6) is a monotonically
decreasing function of V0, a positive stress step leads to clock ad-
vancement for all nucleation sources (Gomberg et al., 1998). The
clock advancement

Δtadv V ;ΔVð Þ ¼ ti Vð Þ−ti V þ ΔVð Þ ð9Þ

depends on the V of each patch at the moment of stress step. Hence, a
temporal change of seismicity follows a stress step unless the curve
ti(V) is linear. If it is convex upward as is the case for Eq. (6), a period
of increased seismicity will follow the positive stress step. For the
specific functional form of Eq. (6), the altered seismicity R(t), which
is defined by the number of patches reaching the instability velocity
Vi per unit time, is obtained as

R tð Þ ¼ r ⋅ exp
−Δτ
aσe

� �
−1

� �
exp

−t
ta

� �
þ 1

� �−1
: ð10Þ
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As noted in the introduction and Fig. 1, the aftershock rate jumps
up to R0 and begins to decay along the 1/t asymptote after the decay
onset time te, eventually merging to the background rate for t/ta>1.

3.2. Time-to-instability analysis with the revised RSF

In order to obtain a parallel analytic from of the aftershock rate
R(t) with the Nagata RSF, we begin by deriving an analytic solution
for the time to instability ti(V0). By adopting the same assumption
of omitting the time-healing term in the Nagata evolution law
(Eq. (3)), we obtain slip velocity history and the time to instability
by solving Eq. (4) with the initial slip velocity V0 as

V tð Þ ¼ 1
V0

þ H′σe

cþ 1ð Þ _τ r

" #
exp

− cþ 1ð Þ _τ rt
aσe

� �� �
− H′σe

cþ 1ð Þ _τ r

( )−1

_τ r≠0ð Þ;

ð11Þ

ti V0ð Þ ¼ aσe

cþ 1ð Þ _τ r
ln

cþ 1ð Þ _τ r

H′σeV0
þ 1

� �
; ð12Þ

where H′=b/L−(c+1)k/σe and 1/Vi is omitted in Eq. (12). These
parallel versions coincide with those for the Dieterich RSF when c=
0. By comparing Eqs. (6) and (12), we see relevant changes are only
in the coefficients aN/(c+1) and (c+1)/H′ in Eq. (12). When the
laboratory-derived parameter sets N-0 and N-2 are substituted, we
see that aN/(c+1)∼aD and (c+1)/H′∼1/H, suggesting that the
RN(t) would be quantitatively very similar to RD(t). However, this is
a wrong conclusion because Eq. (12) is, in fact, not very accurate.

In Fig. 2, the analytic time-to-failure curves, Eq. (6) based on the
Dieterich RSF and Eq. (12) based on the Nagata RSF, are compared
with the corresponding numerically derived time-to-failure curves
obtained without omitting the healing term. The numerical results
were derived by Runge–Kutta integration (Press et al., 1992) of
Eq. (4) coupled with Eq. (2) or Eq. (3), started with a variety of initial
slip velocities. We assumed background loading velocity Vpl=τr/k=
4.5 cm/year, patch stiffness k=5.0 MPa/m, velocity for instability
Vi=1010Vpl(=1.4 m/s), effective normal stress σe=100 MPa and
105 times larger L at a seismogenic depth 10 km as employed in our
seismic cycle simulations with the revised RSF (Kame et al., 2013).
The chosen k is smaller than the critical stiffness kc=(b−a)σe/
(1+c)L (Kame et al., 2013; Ruina, 1983), satisfying the unstable con-
dition necessary for nucleation.

The analytic solution does not agree very well to the numerical re-
sult in case of the Nagata RSF (Fig. 2b), contrasting to the excellent
agreement in case of the Dieterich RSF (Fig. 2a). The reason should
be the large coefficient of time-healing term b/L in the Nagata RSF;
bN/LN is five times greater than bD/LD. Though not presented, we actu-
ally proceeded to obtain RN(t) using the numerical time-to-failure
curve for the Nagata RSF (solid line in Fig. 2b), which did differ some-
what from the following (wrong) RN(t) obtained using the (wrongly
approximated) analytic time-to-instability function (Eq. (12), dashed
line in Fig. 2b):

R tð ÞN ¼ r⋅ exp
− cþ 1ð ÞΔτ

aσe

� �
−1

� �
exp − t

t′a

 !
þ 1

( )−1

t′a ¼
aσe

cþ 1ð Þ _τ r

� �
:

ð13Þ

At that point, we decided to switch to a fully numerical approach
to obtain seismicity directly by recording the time of instability of
each nucleation source that was numerically simulated using full
RSF. We describe the method in Section 3.3 and discuss the result in
Section 4, including a finding of another (and deeper) pitfall still
overlooked in the discussion of time-healing term above.

3.3. Aftershock triggering model: Numerical approach

We employ an alternative numerical approach in deriving the af-
tershock triggering sequence R(t) obeying the Nagata RSF. As
Gomberg et al. (2005) did, we shall track the slip history of each
fault until seismic instability occurs under loading conditions where
a stress step is superimposed at a time t= tM on the sustained tecton-
ic loading at a constant rate.

In Dieterich (1994), the time to instability ti(V0) is connected with
the constant reference seismicity r to give the stationary distribution
of slip velocities on patches V(n). Then stress step loading Δτ raises
the velocity of each patch by ΔV=Δτ⋅(V/(aσe)), and subsequent ac-
celeration processes follow the time to instability ti(V+ΔV). Because
ti(V+ΔV)b ti(V) in Eq. (6), the time of instability is always advanced
by a positive stress step. Because the clock advance Δtadv decreases
with V(n), a temporal increase of aftershock rate R(t) occurs. The
greatest contribution to the rate increase comes from the population
of the faults that had been closest to failure at the time of stress step
t= tM (Gomberg et al., 2005). In our numerical approach, we exactly
consider individual n nucleation patches on which identical initial
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Fig. 2. Comparison between numerical (solid line) and analytic (dashed line) solutions
of time-to-instability analysis. (a) Case with the Dieterich RSF. (b) Case with the
Nagata RSF.
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steady state values, (V0,Φ0,τ0), are assumed. Under this initial condi-
tion, we began constant-rate loading of each patch at timings differ-
ent by an even interval Δt so that instability of each patch will occur
with the same interval Δt. Obviously, this will result in the constant
seismicity rate r=1/Δt. Then we additionally consider a stress step
Δτ at t= tM simultaneously on all patches. Remotely applied loading
function for the k-th patch is thus given by

τk tð Þ ¼ τ0 þ _τ r⋅ t−tkð Þ⋅H t−tkð Þ þ Δτ⋅H t−tMð Þ k ¼ 1;…;nð Þ; ð14Þ

where tk=kΔt. We numerically solve Eqs. (4) and (3) under the load-
ing condition Eq. (14) and the initial condition (V0,Φ0,τ0) by using a
Runge–Kutta method. Fig. 3 schematically shows the loading history
on the k-th patch (top) and the resultant slip velocity histories of
many patches (bottom). It must be noted that the initial slip velocity
V0 does not alter simulation results as long as it is much smaller than
the characteristic loading velocity Vpl appearing in the background
stressing rate τr˙ (=Vpl ⋅k). By simulating all nucleation processes
controlled by the applied load in Eq. (14), the onset time series of
triggered events are determined. Then the aftershock rate R(t) is
given by the number of events per every unit time after tM.

In the following aftershock simulations, we assume background
loading velocity Vpl=τr˙ /k=4.5 cm/year, effective normal stress σe=
100 MPa at depth, initial steady-state slip velocity V0=10−6Vpl, insta-
bility velocity Vi=0.1 m/s (∼108Vpl) and n=105 patches in total. The
characteristic length scale is Lsim=102L instead of Lsim=105L assumed
to simulate the cycle of large earthquakes (Kame et al., 2013). Corre-
spondingly, patch stiffness k=500 MPa/m is chosen so that unstable

self-accelerating slip condition k/kcb1 is realized on patches (k/kcD=
0.057 and k/kcN=0.090). Note that different L does not alter the results
below as long as k/kc is kept the same.

4. Result

4.1. Stress-step responses obeying RSF

Here we examine a slip response following a stress step Δτ in de-
tail. We compare cases with the Dieterich RSF (N-0) and the Nagata
RSF (N-2). The slip velocity increment with the Nagata RSF is
obtained as

ΔV ¼ Δτ⋅ cþ 1ð ÞV= aσeð Þ; ð15Þ

by considering the instantaneous state change (ΔΦ=−c⋅Δτ from
the Nagata evolution law, Eq. (3)) in Eq. (1). Two parameter sets
N-0 and N-2 lead to quantitatively the same velocity changes ΔVD

and ΔVN because aD and aN/(c+1) becomes equal for these parame-
ter values. As discussed in Section 3.2, the increased velocity always
advances the time of instability in the case of the Dieterich RSF. How-
ever, we here show that this is not always the case with the Nagata
RSF. To our surprise, earthquake timing can be sometimes delayed in-
stead of advanced, depending on the timing of imposed stress step.

The two cases are illustrated in Fig. 4. The broken line (Case 1) is
the “ordinary” response where the instantaneous velocity increase
ΔV upon the step loading is followed by further monotonic accelera-
tion towards seismic instability. All the simulations with N-0 and

Δτ

τr
.

applied stress 

log(velocity)

timet1 t2 ... t =t
M
 

t = tM

τr
.

Δ t

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the loading history on the k-th patch, where a sudden stress step at t= tM is superimposed on the sustained loading at a constant rate _τ r (upper
panel) and corresponding slip velocity histories on many patches (lower panel).
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the great majority of the simulations with N-2 produced this straight-
forward behavior. This type of response necessarily advances the
timing of earthquake. In contrast, the response indicated by the
thick solid line (Case 2) looks very bizarre. The instantaneous velocity
increase upon the step loading is immediately followed by a velocity
decrease. Though this case also eventually ends up with seismic insta-
bility, several oscillatory cycles with an increasing amplitude are
experienced before the eventual earthquake, and the timing of earth-
quake can be delayed from what would have been the case if there
were no stress step. This type of behavior was found for simulations
with N-2 when a sufficiently large stress step was imposed at a cer-
tain range of timing in the spontaneous nucleation path (thin solid
line) under the constant stressing rate.

In order to understand the peculiar “Case 2” response of Fig. 4, we
plot the behavior in the (V,τ) phase diagram in Fig. 5. The solid
line shows the trajectory of “non-disturbed” nucleation under
constant-rate loading. Either in the Dieterich RSF case (Fig. 5a) or
the Nagata RSF (Fig. 5b) case, V first increases with an increasing
shear stress τ along the approximately constant positive inclination
aD or aN. This implies thatΦ is approximately constant in this “locked
stage” (VbVpl) of the earthquake cycle. After V exceeds the loading
velocity, V increases with a decreasing τ, which implies that Φ is de-
creased by slip-weakening in this “self-accelerating stage” (V>Vpl).
These tendencies in the locked and self-accelerating stages have
been well known in earthquake cycle simulations with RSF (e.g.,
Kato and Tullis, 2003).

When a stress step Δτ is applied to a fault evolving along the
non-disturbed line, both velocity and stress instantaneously jump
up to a “landing point” (V′,τ′)=(V+ΔV,τ+Δτ). Subsequent behav-
ior is determined by the position of the landing point in the phase di-
agram. If the stress step is applied during the self-accelerating stage,
the landing point is always above the non-disturbed line. Hence, sub-
sequent behavior is further monotonic acceleration to seismic insta-
bility (Rice and Gu, 1983). The time-to-instability analyses shown in
Fig. 2 only covered this range of initial conditions and hence showed
innocuous monotonic curve for both the Dieterich and Nagata RSFs,
pretending that nothing drastic would happen.

However, if the stress step is applied during the locked stage as
exemplified by the dashed lines in Fig. 5, a drastically different

outcome is possible for the Nagata RSF. Noticing that the jump is
along the constant-state line in the Dieterich RSF, and also noticing
that the non-disturbed evolution (solid line) in the locked stage is
nearly along the constant-state line, we can expect that the landing
point is close to the non-disturbed line. Hence, subsequent behavior
can be reasonably approximated by following the non-disturbed
line starting with V0=V′, as reviewed in Section 3.2. Strictly saying,
the landing point is somewhat off the non-disturbed line even for
the Dieterich RSF as seen in Fig. 5a, but is still close enough to it so
that subsequent behavior is further monotonic acceleration toward
seismic instability (dashed line in Fig. 5a). Although we do not rule
out the possibility to find a narrow range of conditions to make the
Dieterich RSF behave otherwise, at least nothing peculiar happened
in our simulations including many trials not presented here. In con-
trast, with the Nagata RSF (Fig. 5b), the jump is not along the
constant-state line at all, due to the instantaneous state change by
the stress-weakening effect. Hence the landing point (V′,τ′) can be
significantly below the non-disturbed line and can be sufficiently
close to the steady-state sliding point (Vpl,τss(Vpl)). When this hap-
pens, the following evolution will go along an expanding spiral
orbit, sometimes requiring several oscillatory cycles before reaching
seismic instability (dashed line in Fig. 5b). Timing of the earthquake
is delayed in this case.
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Fig. 4. Two contrasting responses (schematic) against a positive step loading imposed
at different timings in the seismic cycle driven by constant-rate loading. Thin solid line
represents the reference case without step loading. Broken line (Case 1) shows a
straightforward response of further monotonic acceleration toward instability,
resulting in the advanced timing of the earthquake. Thick solid line (Case 2) shows a
peculiar response where the earthquake timing is delayed by extra oscillatory cycles
of slow slip events.
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Fig. 5. Phase diagrams of simulated slip responses following a stress step Δτ=10 MPa
(dashed line). Solid line shows the “non-disturbed” evolution under the background
constant-rate stressing. (a) A case with the Dieterich RSF. (b) A case with the Nagata RSF.
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On the other hand, if the stress step is applied for faults with veloc-
ities much slower than Vpl(=1.4×10−9)m/s, say, Vb10−6Vpl m/s, the
landing point is far enough from the steady-slinging point to proceed
directly to instability without spiraling. Thus, only for the intermediate
stage somewhat before the self-acceleration period of the seismic cycle,
step loading can cause the peculiar oscillation and delay the time of
earthquake.

In the following subsection, we will see how these “advanced” and
“delayed” time of instability affect the resultant aftershock seismicity
R(t) obeying the Nagata RSF.

4.2. Simulated aftershock sequences

We conduct aftershock triggering simulations with the Dieterich
RSF (N-0) and the Nagata RSF (N-2). We adopt Δτ=2.0, 4.0, 6.0,
8.0, 10 MPa corresponding to the characteristic stresses aDσe=
1.7 MPa,or aNσe=5.1 MPa. These Δτ values may seem to be too
large for stress interaction due to a main shock whose typical stress
drop is about 5 MPa, but the ratios Δτ/(aσe) in the simulations are
comparable to those usually used to fit the observed seismicity with
Δτ=0.1∼0.5 MPa and aσe=0.05 MPa.

Fig. 6a shows the aftershock seismicity obtained by our numerical
approach with the Dieterich RSF. Each curve was indistinguishable
from analytic solution Eq. (10), though not shown in the figure. The
agreement fully confirms the validity of the Dieterich's (1994) ana-
lytic result in the case of the Dieterich RSF. Following the instanta-
neous activation to R0

D, the seismicity turned to decay along the 1/t
asymptote and eventually merged to the background rate at tDa ¼
aDσe= _τ r∼660
�

hours).
Fig. 6b shows the results with the Nagata RSF also obtained by our

numerical approach. In general, the initial seismicity rate R0
N is higher

than the case with the Dieterich RSF for the same Δτ. In our numerical
simulation, R0 is defined at t=100 hour, the minimum discretized
time for the assumed time interval Δt=100 hours in the background
seismicity (Eq. (14)). For quantitative comparison, the normalized
initial rates R0

D/r and R0
N/r, and their ratio R0

D/R0N for each stress step
are summarized in Table 1. The ratio R0

N/R0D tends to be larger for larg-
er Δτ. It becomes 2.2 for the largest loading Δτ=10.0 MPa. The onset
time of aftershock decay, te, is shorter for the Nagata RSF (Fig. 6).
These minor improvements can be attributed to the modest differ-
ence in time-to-instability curves based on the Dieterich RSF (solid
line in Fig. 2a) and the Nagata RSF (solid line in Fig. 2b). Note that
both te and R0 represent the initial part of an aftershock sequence
and hence are essentially governed by the behaviors of nucleation
sources that were already in the self-accelerating stage at the time
of main shock, which is well summarized by Fig. 2. The Nagata RSF
has thus narrowed the two known gaps between the RSF triggering
model and common aftershock observations. However, the both im-
provements are only by a factor, far from the orders-of-magnitude
gaps to be mediated. The problem is still there essentially to the
same extent.

Other potentially important differences have been made by the
Nagata RSF. Firstly, the Nagata RSF can produce the time-decay expo-
nent p larger than unity, which increases with Δτ (Fig. 6b), contrast-
ing that p is fixed at unity with the Dieterich RSF (Dieterich, 1994). In
our simulations, p increased from 1.0 to 1.8 as Δτ increased from 2.0
to 10.0 MPa (Fig. 6b). Implications will be discussed in Section 5. Sec-
ondly, aftershock rate RN(t) decreases once below the background
rate and then increases back to r (Fig. 6b), whereas RD(t) monotoni-
cally decreases to r (Fig. 6a). The overshoot is more emphasized for
greater Δτ (Fig. 6b). Thirdly, the aftershock duration ta

N has Δτ depen-
dency, whereas the Dieterich RSF produces a constant taD independent
of Δτ. Significant shortening to ta

N=200 hours is found for Δτ=
10.0 MPa, which is about 30% of the prediction ta

D=660 hours by
the Dieterich RSF. Again, the shortening effect is more significant for
greater Δτ.

These three interesting features all resulted from the delayed
earthquake timing for population with intermediate V at t= tM,
which follows the clock-advanced population with highest V at t=
tM that produced the higher R0 and the shorter te. As mentioned in
Section 4.1, the initial sudden increase of seismicity comes from nu-
cleation sources that were very close to instability at the time of
mainshock. They were already in the self-accelerating period and
the time of instability was advanced. The population next up was in
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Fig. 6. Simulated seismicity following five different stress steps. (a) Results with the
Dieterich RSF. (b) Results with the Nagata RSF. The theoretical prediction of te in the
Dieterich and our graphical interpretation of the timing of te in the Nagata (the inter-
section of R/r=R0(=const.) and tangent line to each decaying curve) are marked with
triangles. ta is not marked here. From the theoretical prediction ta

D is constant
(∼660 hours), whereas ta

N, the time returning to R/r=100 numerically determined,
varies with Δτ.

Table 1
Stress Step and Simulation Results.

Δτ [MPa] R0
D/r R0

N/r R0
N/R0D

2.0 3.2 4.2 1.3
4.0 10 17 1.7
6.0 34 64 1.9
8.0 97 211 2.2
10.0 243 539 2.2
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the locked stage somewhat before entering the self-accelerating
stage, for which the “delayed” time of instability can occur. This tran-
sition from the clock-advanced to clock-delayed population resulted
in the rapid time decay of RN(t), which also manifested as (i) the
large p>1, (ii) the temporal drop of seismicity below the background
rate and (iii) the short taN, defined by the time when RN(t) first came
back to r. Because the importance of clock-delayed population de-
pends on the amount of stress step Δτ, these features necessarily
have stress step dependences. After consuming clock-delayed popu-
lation, another clock-advanced population with lowest initial veloci-
ties at tM comes into action, raising the seismicity back to the
background level. This is because the sources with very low slip
velocities were subjected to essentially the same amount of time
advancement, keeping the time interval between events unchanged
at the Δτ set originally.

5. Discussion

On the way to obtain the aftershock triggering model with the
Nagata RSF through our fully numerical approach, we noticed an un-
anticipated slip response detailed in Section 4.1; an imposed positive
stress step drives the system toward stability and delays the timing of
the earthquake on the receiver fault, introducing extra slow slip
events before reaching eventual instability. This is no more only a
matter of aftershock triggering mechanism, but represents a new pos-
sibility in fundamental behavior of earthquake cycles. The behavior
implies that a fault at a stage somewhat before entering the
self-accelerating stage can be marked by a characteristic response of
repeated slow slip events with a short interval.

Though it initially looked very bizarre to us, we now know that it
is at least understandable on the phase diagram and is directly rooted
in the stress-weakening effect, an essential feature of the Nagata RSF.
We note that all the significant differences made by the Nagata RSF on
the aftershock triggering were through this counterintuitive effect.
However, the behavior has not been directly confirmed by laboratory
experiments. Laboratory friction tests specifically designed to repro-
duce this behavior are desired.

Omori–Utsu law is a well-established empirical formula describ-
ing time-decay of aftershock rate. From observations, the exponent
p is typically 1, with some variations from case to case, whereas the
Dieterich RSF predicts p=1, not depending on the parameter values
or the imposed Δτ. If the numerically derived slow slip behavior is
experimentally confirmed, it may be worth looking for a systematic
dependence of p on Δτ as suggested by the Nagata RSF. The prediction
of p>1 by the Nagata RSF may look inconsistent with the observation
of p=1 on average. However, this is not true because the type of
theoretical triggering models treated in the present paper must be
regarded as a “bare triggering kernel,” which does not consider the
cascade of triggering, i.e., aftershocks of aftershocks and so on (e.g.,
ETAS in Ogata, 1988). Such cascading should necessarily result in an
extended tail in aftershock decay, making the directly observed p
somewhat smaller than that of the bare kernel. In fact, analysis for p
of bare kernel from natural aftershock sequences has found p as
large as 1.4 (Felzer et al., 2003; Marsan and Lengline, 2008).

6. Conclusion

Motivated by the existing discrepancies between the model pre-
dictions of Dieterich (1994) and the observed aftershock seismicity,
we re-examined aftershock triggering on faults obeying the recently
revised RSF (Nagata et al., 2012) that seems eventually free from con-
tradictions with laboratory friction experiments. Time-to-instability
analysis, which is necessary as a specific nucleation model to get on
the original theoretical framework of Dieterich's aftershock modeling,
found that the assumption of omitting time-healing term in the anal-
ysis is not precise enough for the Nagata RSF. We thus employed an

alternative numerical approach. We simulated the nucleation process
of individual faults in the population subjected to a step increase in
stress and counted the number of triggered events per unit time to
obtain the aftershock rate as a function of time after the mainshock.
Our results showed certain improvements towards common observa-
tions, in terms of raised seismicity and shortened delay before Omori
decay. However, the improvements were far too small to resolve the
huge quantitative gap in the characteristic stress aσe between labora-
tory values and what is inferred from observed aftershock sequences.
On the other hand, through many numerical simulations of slip re-
sponse to a stress step imposed at different timings in the seismic
cycle, we noticed a counterintuitive behavior of the Nagata RSF.
When a sufficiently large stress step is imposed at a timing somewhat
before entering self-accelerating stage of the seismic cycle, the timing
of earthquake can be delayed rather than advanced. In this case, the
earthquake will occur after several oscillatory cycles resembling
slow slip events, which might be usable as a marker for a fault at a
certain stage in the seismic cycle. This behavior itself is a potentially
important finding in earthquake mechanics, but also has some conse-
quences on aftershock triggering. Firstly, predicted time-decay expo-
nent p can be significantly larger than unity, increasing with the stress
step induced by the main shock. This may be a good thing, consider-
ing that the commonly observed p∼1 must be somewhat lower than
the p of the bare triggering kernel predicted by this kind of modeling
where cascades of triggering are not considered. Secondly, aftershock
decay, especially for a larger step increase in the stress field, may once
overshoot below the background seismicity. These effects combinedly
produce a negative dependence of aftershock duration on the im-
posed stress step. With these interesting predictions, a laboratory
confirmation of the counterintuitive response of a frictional fault to
a stress step, which is an unintended prediction by the Nagata RSF,
is desired.
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